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The recent development of additive manufacturing has allowed complex geometries such as multi-
layered lattice structures to be designed for different applications, including heat transfer. Performing
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analyses on each new design iteration of lattice structures would
require high computational time and cost. An analytical model has therefore been developed, able to
rapidly and cost-effectively predict the heat transfer of complex lattice structures. The numerical code
has been written for a given multi-layered lattice sample and a two-step approach with fin analogy
has been applied to determine the mean outlet fluid temperature and the total heat dissipation for air
as the working fluid. CFD simulations have also been performed and results compared to the analytical
ones. A very good agreement is obtained between numerical and analytical results under the defined
industrial operating conditions of the complex lattice structures, showing that such analytical model
can be quickly and efficiently applied to evaluate the thermal performance of multi-layered lattice
structures.
� 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an openaccess article under the CCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Heat removal is of significant relevance for most engineering
applications involving mechanical and electronic components gen-
erating heat when operating. Heat sinks are usually employed to
dissipate the heat generated by a system through fluid medium
and to maintain the structure temperature at an acceptable level.
Due to its simplicity to obtain and implement, air is the most com-
monly used cooling fluid [1]. In order to maximise the heat dissipa-
tion to coolant, various heat sinks geometries have been proposed
over the last two decades and their thermal performance widely
investigated: multiple types of fins (folded, brazed, pin) [2] and
parallel plates [3], which are referred to as conventional designs
[4], two-dimensional metallic honeycombs [5–9], metal foams
[10,11] and lattice-frame materials (LFMs) [12] among others. Nat-
ural convection in conventional designs such as rectangular enclo-
sures has been studied for some time. The conjugate heat transfer
via natural convection and conduction in a triangular enclosure
filled with a porous medium has been investigated in [13] where
flow patterns, temperature and heat transfer have been analysed
for different dimensionless thickness of the bottom wall, different
thermal conductivity ratio between the solid material and the
fluid, and Rayleigh numbers. It has been found that both thermal
conductivity ratio and thickness of the bottom wall can be used
as control parameters for the heat transport and the flow field.
The entropy generation due to the conjugate natural convection
heat transfer in a thick wall enclosure filled with a fluid-
saturated porous medium has been numerically studied by the
same authors in [14]. The authors considered an inclined right wall
and obtained results for different Rayleigh numbers, wall thickness
and inclination of the right wall, and thermal conductivity ratio.
The influence of the position of a circular tube filled with air in a
differentially heated cavity has been investigated in [15], showing
that the tube position can lead to different flow fields and heat
transfer intensities, which are also affected by the value of the Ray-
leigh number. A 2D Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model
has been considered in [16] to study the conjugate laminar mixed
convection and conduction in a lid-driven enclosure with a thick
bottom wall. It has been found that the heat transfer is a decreas-
ing function of the Richardson number and thermal conductivity
ratio, and a decreasing function of the wall thickness. It has also
been established that the wall thickness is an effective parameter
for higher thermal conductivity ratio and that the values of local
and mean Nusselt numbers are close to each other for higher val-
ues of thermal conductivity ratio. A 2D CFD model has also been
used in [17] to study the influence of solid and porous fins attached
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Nomenclature

Dimensionless numbers
C1;C2 constants (Zukauskas, 1987) [–]
m;n constants (Zukauskas, 1987) [–]
N number of nodes in vertical direction [–]
Nu Nusselt number [–]
Pr Prandtl number [–]
Re Reynolds number [–]

Greek letters
a struts angle with respect to horizontal �½ �
g local coordinate along strut axis [m]
k constant from gov. equations for thermal fields [1/m]
k2 constant from gov. equations for thermal fields [1/m]
l dynamic viscosity of air [kg/m�s]
m kinematic viscosity of air [m2/s]
/bot w rate of heat transfer from bottom wall to fluid [W]
/lat rate of heat transfer from lattice to fluid [W]
/si w rate of heat transfer from side wall to fluid [W]
/top w rate of heat transfer from top wall to fluid [W]
qf fluid density [kg/m3]
h0 defined as Tw - Tf [K]
hsi w defined as Tsi_w - Tf [K]
hstrut defined as Tstrut - Tf [K]
n local coordinate along wall axis [m]

Roman letters
_mcell mass flow rate entering a cell [kg/s]

_m total mass flow rate [kg/s]
h overall heat transfer coefficient W=m2:K

� �
a unit cell size [m]
Cp specific heat of air [J/kg�K]
d strut diameter [m]
H height of the sample [m]
h1 local heat transfer coefficient W=m2:K

� �
k thermal conductivity [W/m�K]
L length of the sample [m]
l strut length [m]
Lc characteristic length [m]

Lstrut total strut length [m]
Psi w side wall perimeter [m]
Pstrut strut perimeter [m]
Q total heat dissipation [W]
q heat flux [W/m2]
S cross-sectional area of the heat sink [m2]
Sc bot w surf. area of bottom wall in contact with fluid [m2]
Sc si w surf. of vertical side wall in contact with top wall [m2]
Sc st f surf. area of struts in contact with fluid for convective

heat transfer [m2]
Sc top w surf. area of top wall in contact with fluid [m2]
Ssample cross-sectional surf. area of sample [m2]
Ssi w cross sectional area of slice of side wall [m2]
Sstrut cross-sectional surf. area of cylindrical struts for con-

ductive heat transfer [m2]
t vertical side walls and top horizontal wall thickness [m]
T0 inlet airflow temperature [K]
Tf fluid temperature [K]
Tbot w bottom horizontal wall temperature [K]
Tsi w vertical side wall temperature [K]
Tstrut strut temperature [K]
Ttop w top horizontal wall temperature [K]
Tw heating temperature [K]
u0 inlet airflow velocity [m/s]
W width of the sample [m]
x; y; z global Cartesian coordinates [m]

Subscripts
d diameter
f fluid
in inlet
lat lattice
m mean
max maximum
out outlet
s solid
si side
w wall
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to the hot wall of a differentiated heated inclined rectangular
enclosure. The authors have investigated the average Nusselt num-
ber for different parameters including Rayleigh number, Darcy
number, relative thermal conductivity ratio of solid phase to fluid,
cavity inclination angle and aspect ratio, fin number, position, and
length. The usage of fin techniques for heat transfer enhancement
have been discussed in [18,19], for phase change material (PCM)-
based heat storage, and in [20–23] for the thermal management
of electronic devices. The unsteady laminar natural convection in
a deferentially heated oblique cavity with flexible oscillating fin
mounted on the bottom adiabatic wall has been investigated in
[24] and detailed results have been shown for a wide range of
non-dimensional time and Young modulus, thermal conductivity
ratio, oscillation amplitude, left wall heater length and inclination
angle of the wall. Natural convection has been investigated for
water solidification problems, such as in [25] for studies performed
with the open source CFD code OpenFOAM.

The recent development and increasing availability of additive
manufacturing has allowed new and complex geometries to be con-
ceived, such as multi-layered lattice structures, which present mul-
tiple advantages: light weight, high stiffness and large surface area
to volume ratio. These structures are increasingly used in the aero-
space industry for heat removal applications, particularly for aircraft
electric motors, resulting in weight loss and cost saving. Performing
CFD simulations for each design iteration of multi-layered lattice
structures is not a practical solution as it has significant time and
cost implications. To overcome such limitations, an analyticalmodel
able to predict the heat transfer efficiency of multi-layered lattice
structures is proposed to allow for rapid and cost effective thermal
analyses. Approximate analytical solutions based on a fin analogy
are commonly considered for complex geometry heat sinks subject
to forced convection [6,10–12]. Both fluid flow and heat transfer
analyses would be extremely complex to solve using Navier-
Stokes and energy equations [12]. A fin analysis is therefore gener-
ally employed to obtain the solid temperature distribution within
the heat sink and obtain a consistent approximate solution of the
physical problem. CFD-based results have been generated and com-
pared to the analytical-based solutions; this has allowed to deter-
mine the accuracy and limits of the analytical model.
2. Numerical models

2.1. Analytical model

The thermal performance of complex geometry heat sinks is
generally assessed with the total heat dissipation Q [6,10–12,26],
also known as the total heat transfer rate, and is calculated as:



Fig. 2. Study of an infinitesimal element along the strut length.
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Q ¼ _mCp Tf ;m;out � Tf ;m;in
� � ð1Þ

where _m is the mass flow rate entering the heat sink, Cp is the speci-
fic heat of the fluid, Tf ;m;out is the mean outlet fluid temperature and
Tf ;m;in is the mean inlet fluid temperature. The mass flow rate _m
entering the heat sink is given by:

_m ¼ qf u0S ð2Þ
where qf is the fluid density, u0 is the inlet airflow velocity and S is
the cross-sectional area of the heat sink.

To calculate the total heat dissipation Q, the mean outlet fluid
temperature has been determined analytically with MATLAB�

R2015a. A two-step approach, presented in Sections 2.1.1 and
2.1.2, has been applied to solve for the studied physical problem.

The analytical model has been developed for the multi-layered
lattice sample presented in Fig. 1a. This sample has been obtained
by 3D-printing and is made of Aluminium with a typical thermal
conductivity ks ¼ 200 W=m � K [6]. The studied sample is com-
prised of walls forming a channel which is filled by a lattice. The
lattice part is defined as a set of body-centered cubic (BCC) unit
cells, each composed of eight cylindrical struts of diameter
d ¼ 0:002 m and length l ¼ 0:0173 m. A schematic diagram of the
physical problem to be solved is shown in Fig. 1b, presenting the
coordinates system considered and the overall dimensions of the
heat sink. The heat sink is exposed to heating from the bottom sur-
face where a uniform temperature Tw is applied, whilst the top and
side surfaces are considered to be thermally insulated. Air is cho-
sen as the cooling fluid and is forced to flow across the channel
with an inlet temperature T0 and an inlet velocity u0. Radiation
has been shown to be negligible when dealing with heat sinks ther-
mal applications [5,6,8,10,12]. Therefore, only conductive and con-
vective heat transfer mechanisms are considered when deriving
the governing equations for thermal fields. Steady-state conditions
were considered and thermal and physical properties of fluid and
solid were assumed to be constant, according to previous pub-
lished studies [6,11].

2.1.1. First step: solid temperature distribution
The first step of the analytical model consists in obtaining the

temperature distribution within the solid parts composing the
sample under forced convection.

2.1.1.1. Lattice. A fin analysis has been performed to determine the
lattice temperature distribution along the sample height direction.
As the heat transfer mechanism is assumed to be identical for all
cylindrical struts composing the lattice part, only one set of struts
along the height direction is studied. The lattice temperature
Fig. 1. Multi-layered lattice sample: Studied samp
distribution is assumed to vary only in the height direction. Due
to the short length of the sample and the heating source uniformly
applied on the bottom surface, the temperature variation with
respect to the length and width directions can be neglected. The
local coordinate g along the total strut length Lstrut is considered
when establishing the governing equation. A thermal balance is
performed initially on an infinitesimal element experiencing con-
vective and conductive heat transfer, as shown in Fig. 2. The gov-
erning equation for the strut temperature can be written as:

d2Tstrut gð Þ
dg2 � h1Pstrut

ksSstrut
Tstrut gð Þ � Tf

� � ¼ 0 ð3Þ

For the sake of simplicity, Eq. (3) has been rearranged considering
hstrut ¼ Tstrut � Tf and k2 ¼ h1Pstrut

ksSstrut
, leading to the following final gov-

erning equation:

d2hstrut
dg2 � k2hstrut ¼ 0 ð4Þ

Eq. (4) can be solved subject to the following boundary conditions:

hstrut g ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ h0 ¼ Tw � Tf

ks dhstrut
dg g ¼ Lstrutð Þ ¼ 0

(
ð5Þ

At g ¼ 0, a Dirichlet boundary condition is considered, with the
temperature of the struts assumed equal to the external tempera-
ture applied on the heat sink bottom surface. As the bottom wall
thickness is small (2 mm) and the material has a large thermal con-
ductivity (ks ¼ 200 W=m � K), heat loss within the bottom wall is
neglected. At g ¼ Lstrut , a Neumann boundary condition is used,
le (a), Schematic diagram of the problem (b).
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and for the sake of simplicity, the heat transfer at the end of the
struts is assumed negligible. As mentioned in Section 2.1, the sam-
ple is considered thermally insulated on the top surface, i.e. consid-
ering no heat transfer with the outside domain. This top surface is
assumed to have a uniform wall temperature defined by consider-
ing a weighted average temperature from the end of the struts
and from the vertical side walls (method presented in Sec-
tion 2.1.1.3). This represents an alternative approach, used to deter-
mine the top wall temperature and, therefore, the heat exchanged
between the top wall and the fluid. This method is discussed and
verified in Section 4.1.2.

The strut temperature distribution is obtained through Eqs. (6)
and (7) for eight nodes along the height direction, as shown in
Fig. 3. This discretisation will be further explained in Section 2.1.2
for the calculation of the fluid temperature.

hstrut gð Þ ¼ h0 cosh kgð Þ � sinh kgð Þ tanh kLstrutð Þ½ � ð6Þ

Tstrut gð Þ ¼ Tf þ hstrut gð Þ ð7Þ
with h0 ¼ Tw � Tf and Lstrut ¼ 0:061 m is the cumulative length of all
struts along the height direction.

2.1.1.2. Vertical side walls. The temperature distribution of the ver-
tical side walls along the height direction is obtained with the
same fin analysis as performed for the lattice. Due to the symmetry
of the geometry with respect to the x-y plane, only one vertical side
wall is considered, and more particularly one unit slice of the side
wall along the length direction. The temperature distribution is
assumed to be the same as for the entire side wall. A thermal bal-
ance is performed on an infinitesimal element along the side wall
and a local axis n is used. Following the same steps as for the lattice
part, and taking into account Eqs. (3)–(5), the temperature distri-
bution of the vertical side wall can be obtained with:

hsi w nð Þ ¼ h0 cosh k2nð Þ � sinh k2nð Þ tanh k2Hð Þ½ � ð8Þ

Tsi w nð Þ ¼ Tf þ hsi w nð Þ ð9Þ

where k2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h1Psi w
ksSsi w

q
is the constant from the governing equation,

Ssi w ¼ ta is the cross-sectional area of the studied slice of side wall
and Psi w ¼ a, is the perimeter of the studied slice of side wall.

2.1.1.3. Top and bottom horizontal walls. The bottom horizontal wall
temperature is assumed to be constant and equal to Tw applied to
the heat sink, due to the large thermal conductivity of the wall
material and its small thickness.

For the sake of simplicity, the temperature of the top wall is
assumed to be uniform and is calculated, based on the temperature
contribution from both the lattice and the vertical side walls, at the
top of the sample. Fig. 4 shows the surface of the lattice and verti-
cal side walls in contact with the top horizontal wall. Considering
L ¼ 0:07 m; t ¼ 0:001 m and d ¼ 0:002 m, the surface areas of the
Fig. 3. Discretisation of one strut path into nodes.
side wall and lattice in contact with the top wall appears to count
for 62% and 38% of the total contact surface area, respectively.
Therefore, the top horizontal wall temperature can be obtained
by considering the weighted temperature from the lattice and
the side wall at the top of the sample, as shown in Eq. (10).

Ttop w ¼ 0:38Tstrut y ¼ H
2

� �
þ 0:62Tsi w y ¼ H

2

� �
ð10Þ
2.1.2. Second step: fluid temperature distribution
Based on the solid temperature distribution, the second step of

the analytical model consists in calculating the fluid temperature
variation across the sample. Therefore, the sample is discretised
into layers and slices along the height and length directions respec-
tively, as shown in Fig. 5, leading to multiple cells within the
channel.

When air (of density q ¼ 1:2 kg=m3, kinematic viscosity
l ¼ 1:8e� 05 kg=ms and thermal conductivity kf ¼ 0:026
W=m=K) flows through the heat sink, the temperature differences
between the fluid and the solid parts, i.e. the lattice, side walls,
top and bottom walls, induce some heat transfer which increases
the fluid temperature along the sample. In order to model this fluid
temperature variation, an energy balance, given by Eq. (11), is
applied to each cell within the sample.

_mcellCp Tf ;out � Tf ;in
� � ¼ /lat þ /si w ð11Þ

where _mcell, is the mass flow rate entering each cell, Tf ;out and Tf ;in

are the fluid temperature at the outlet and at the inlet of each cell
respectively, Cp is the specific heat of air and /lat and /si w are the
convective heat transfer rates from the lattice and side wall to the
fluid given by Eqs. (12) and (13).

/lat ¼ h1lat
Sc st f Tstrut � Tf ;in

� � ð12Þ

/si w ¼ h1si w
Sc si w f Tsi w � Tf ;in

� � ð13Þ
where Sc st f ¼ 8Pstrutl; Sc si w f ¼ 2 a=2að Þ, and h1 is the local heat
transfer coefficient. Both strut and side wall temperatures within
each cell are assumed constant and equal to the nodes temperatures
in the middle of the cell. For the cells within Layers 1 and 4, shown
in Fig. 5a, the heat contribution from bottom and top horizontal
walls is added to the energy balance, considering /bot w and /top w

defined by Eqs. (14) and (15), respectively:

/bot w ¼ h1bot w
Sc bot w f Tbot w � Tf ;in

� � ð14Þ

/top w ¼ h1top w Sc top w f Ttop w � Tf ;in
� � ð15Þ

with Sc top w f ¼ Sc bot w f ¼ Wa and Tbot w ¼ Tw.
The global mass flow rate _m entering the heat sink, given by

Eq. (2), is assumed constant along the heat sink due to its short
Fig. 4. Contact surfaces with top wall.



Fig. 5. Sample discretisation into layers, slices and cells: (a) front view, (b) side view.
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length. Regarding Eq. (11), the mass flow rate entering each cell,
_mcell, is determined as a percentage of the global mass flow rate.
The percentages considered for each cell are calculated, based on
the ratio of the layer height (a/2 for Layers 1 to 3, a/4 for Layer 4,
with a = 20 mm) over the sample height (H = 35 mm), giving
28.6% and 14.2% of the global mass flow rate for Layers 1 to 3 and
Layer 4, respectively. Furthermore, it is assumed that no fluid mix-
ing is present between the cells, suggesting that the heat contribu-
tion from both bottom and top walls only affects Layers 1 and 4.
This implies that each layer is thermally insulated and that the fluid
temperature at the inlet of a cell is equal to the outlet fluid temper-
ature of the cell from the previous slice, and within the same layer.

2.1.3. Local heat transfer coefficient h1
Evaluating the local heat transfer coefficient h1 is required to

solve for the heat transfer problem. A geometry analogy with
tube-bank arrangements is considered for the multi-layered lattice
sample, as performed in [12] with lattice-frame materials. Exten-
sive experiments have been carried out on a forced flow around
tube-bank arrangements, more particularly for both in-line and
staggered arrays of cylinders [27]. The multi-layered lattice geom-
etry is assumed to be equivalent to an in-line arrangement and the
empirical correlations used for the calculation of h1 are provided
by Eq. (16). For the studied sample, the constant C1 is considered
equal to 0.96 as the sample is assumed to have 7 tube rows along
the flow direction. Furthermore, according to [27], a correction fac-

tor equal to sin að Þ0:6 can be applied to the empirical correlations
to account for the struts inclination with respect to the horizontal
plane. The angle a is found to be 35.3�, which leads to a value of the
correction factor around 0.72.

h1lat
¼

C1 sin að Þ0:60:9Re0:4d;maxPr
0:36 kf

d 0 < Red < 102

C1 sin að Þ0:60:52Re0:5d;maxPr
0:36 kf

d 102 < Red < 103

C1 sin að Þ0:60:27Re0:63d;maxPr
0:36 kf

d 103 < Red < 2:0105

8>>><
>>>:

ð16Þ
The empirically calculated coefficient h1 concerns the heat

transfer at the surface of the cylindrical struts. Regarding the ver-
tical side walls and the horizontal walls, the local heat transfer
coefficients are assumed equal to half the coefficient h1lat

. This
assumption is further discussed in Section 4.

2.2. CFD model

A CFD model is built to check the fluid temperature predicted
analytically. The mesh is generated with ANSYS meshing, using
tetrahedral elements, and exported into the commercial flow sol-
ver ANSYS Fluent� 18.2. As described previously, the physical
problem involves a conjugate heat transfer within the sample, i.e.
both conductive and convective heat transfers through solids and
between fluid and solids, respectively. To account for this conju-
gate heat transfer, the 3D geometry of the studied sample is cre-
ated with the Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software CATIA�

V5-6R2013 and both fluid and solid domains are modelled, as
described in Fig. 6. The overall dimensions of the sample are used
for the 3D modelling and the same lattice geometry, as described
previously, produced for the CFD analysis, i.e. with the same num-
ber and size of cylinders within the channel. Geometry simplifica-
tions are adopted for the interface between the lattice and the
vertical side walls as no connections are considered. Note that
the same simplifications have been assumed in the analytical
model, as the temperature distributions of both the lattice and
the vertical side walls are derived separately, and obtained without
considering the heat interaction at these locations.

Conditions are applied at the boundaries of the computational
domain. A velocity-inlet boundary condition is selected with a
temperature T0 and a flow velocity u0. A gauge pressure of 0 Pa is
applied at the pressure-outlet boundary condition. A thermal
boundary condition with a heat flux of 0 W/m2�K is applied on
the outer surfaces of the sample to model adiabatic conditions,
and a constant temperature Tw is applied on the bottom surface
of the model. Both no-slip wall and thermal Coupled conditions
are considered for the fluid-solid interfaces. A Coupled thermal
boundary condition is applied on the solid-solid interfaces, to
model the conductive heat transfer mechanism through solids.
Input values for T0, u0 and Tw are selected within the following
ranges: 284:8;304:8½ � K, 5:4;11:0½ � m/s and 300;420½ � K, respec-
tively. These values have been defined as representative of the
industrial operating conditions for the final application of the com-
plex lattice structures. For the sake of brevity, governing equations
of the fluid flow and heat transfer are not provided here, but they
can be retrieved from the Fluent User’s Guide [28].

A pressure-based solver and steady-state conditions are
selected, with both Viscous-Laminar and Energy models, to account
for the simultaneous fluid flow and heat transfer analysis. The
SIMPLEC scheme is used for the pressure-velocity coupling, and
PRESTO! for the pressure. The convergence criteria for the velocity
and energy equations are set to 5:10�4 and 10�6, respectively.

A mesh-sensitivity analysis is performed, based on three
meshes comprising 514,980, 644,672 and 900,553 nodes. Same
input conditions, T0 = 294.82 K, u0 = 9.1 m/s and Tw = 320 K are
considered for all 3 cases. Temperature and velocity distributions
are plotted along two vertical lines located at mid-length and at
the outlet of the sample, see Fig. 7. The solution from each mesh
is seen to be grid independent and very little difference appears
when comparing results. Although the coarse mesh (514,980
nodes) could have been used for the study, the medium mesh of
644,672 nodes has been preferred as it matches better the fine grid
result next to the wall, and very little difference in computing time
is needed when running this case compared to the coarser-based
one.



Fig. 6. Computational domain: (a) Solid, (b) fluid.

Fig. 7. (a) Temperature profile at the outlet, (b) velocity profile at the outlet, (c) temperature profile at sample mid-length, (d) velocity profile at sample mid-length.
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3. Numerical results

3.1. Mean fluid temperature

The analytical fluid temperature distribution is determined for
each cell within the sample, i.e. along the height and length direc-
tions. In order to verify the analytical predictions, the weighted
average fluid temperature is calculated for each Plane j located at
the end of the Slices j along the x-axis, with j = {1, 2, 3, 4}, as
described in Fig. 8a. The fluid temperature distribution across each
Plane j is given by the fluid temperature at the outlet of Cells (i, j),
with i = {1, 2, 3, 4} defining the height direction, as shown in
Fig. 8b.

The mean fluid temperature of each plane is determined by con-
sidering the weighted temperature of each of the four cells, accord-
ing to their surface with respect to the total surface area of the
plane. Layer 4, on the top of the sample, represents only 14.2% of
the total surface area of each plane, whereas, layers 1 to 3 repre-
sent the remaining 85.8%, with 28.6% per layer. These coefficients
are applied when determining the weighted fluid temperature of
each plane, as described by Eq. (17).
Tf ;plane j ¼ 0:286 � Tf ;cell 1;jð Þ þ Tf ;cell 2;jð Þ þ Tf ;cell 3;jð Þ
� �þ 0:142 � Tf ;cell 4;jð Þ

ð17Þ
To allow comparison with the analytical mean fluid tempera-

tures, four planes are created in the CFD model at the same loca-
tions, as shown in Fig. 9.

Analytical and numerical predictions of the mean fluid temper-
ature at each plane are shown in Fig. 10. For the specific input con-
ditions mentioned, a very good agreement is obtained between
analytical and CFD mean fluid temperatures, especially at the out-



Fig. 8. Schematic diagram: (a) plane locations, (b) cells per plane and percentages of cells surface within the plane.

Fig. 9. Planes for mean fluid temperature calculations. Fig. 10. Comparison of analytical and numerical means fluid temperatures for
T0 ¼ 294:82 K, u0 ¼ 9:1 m=s and Tw ¼ 330 K.
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let (Plane n�4). However, to investigate the range of validity of the
analytical model, a sensitivity analysis is performed on all three
model inputs: heating temperature Tw, inlet airflow velocity u0
and inlet airflow temperature T0. Three sets of multiple simulations
are carried out with variations of these inputs values.

The first set of simulations consists in studying the heating tem-
perature applied on the bottom surface of the sample by consider-
ing a temperature rise from 300 to 420 K with an increment of 30 K
between each simulation, keeping constant u0 = 9.1 m/s and
T0 = 294.8 K. The second set of simulations consists in varying the
inlet velocity from 5.4 to 11 m/s, with Tw and T0 fixed at 320 K
and 294.8 K, respectively. Finally, for the third set of simulations,
the inlet airflow temperature varies from 284.8 to 304.8 K with
an increment of 5 K between each simulation, keeping Tw at
350 K and u0 at 9.1 m/s. As mentioned previously, these ranges of
inputs values are selected to be in line with the industrial operat-
ing conditions of the final lattice structure.

Fig. 11 shows the variation of the average temperatures with
respect to the heating temperature Tw applied on the sample at
each plane. Both analytical and CFD predictions generally show a
good match, even if a greater fluid temperature difference can be
identified for the highest heating temperatures, i.e. when Tw is
higher than 360 K, for Planes 1 and 2. The maximum relative errors
between analytical and numerical average fluid temperatures are
however very low, around 0.3%, 0.2%, 0.1% and 0.1% for Planes 1
to 4, respectively. This demonstrates that the analytical model
works very well and is verified for the range of heating tempera-
tures considered in this study: [300; 420] K.

Fig. 12 shows the analytical and numerical results obtained
when varying the inlet velocity u0, keeping constant Tw = 320 K
and T0 = 294.8 K. A very good agreement is obtained between ana-
lytical and CFD predictions for inlet velocities greater than 8 m/s.
When looking at the plot, it seems that the analytical code fails
to predict the correct mean temperature at low inlet velocities.
However, the maximum error obtained when u0 = 5.4 m/s is not
larger than 0.3% when compared to the CFD results, showing that
the analytical model also works well at low velocity.

The variations of the inlet airflow temperature on the average
core temperature at the outlet are presented in Fig. 13. Both ana-
lytical and numerical predictions values are nearly identical, prov-
ing once again that the analytical model works well under the
conditions considered in this work. In addition, both analytical
and numerical results show a linear trends, this is consistent with
previous results displayed in Fig. 11.

3.2. Total heat dissipation

The mean fluid temperature at the outlet is of particular interest
compared to those obtained on other planes as it is used for the
calculation of the total heat dissipation Q. Five simulations are per-
formed, considering random values for Tw, u0 and T0 within the fol-
lowing respective ranges of values: [300; 420] K, [8.3; 11] m/s and
[284.8; 304.8] K, as indicated in Table 1.

Analytical and numerical mean outlet fluid temperatures are
derived for each simulation. Using Eqs. (1) and (2), with the sample
cross-sectional area Ssample ¼ HW , the fluid density qf ¼ 1:2 kg=m3,
the specific heat of air Cp ¼ 1000 J=kg � K, and the values of u0 and
T0 listed in Table 1, the values of the total heat dissipation Q have
been calculated. The corresponding results are presented in Fig. 14.
On average, the relative error between the analytical and the
numerical total heat dissipation reaches 5.6%, which shows that a
very good agreement is obtained between the two models for
any random values within the designated ranges.



Fig. 11. Comparison between analytical and numerical mean fluid temperatures of Planes n� 1 (a), 2 (b), 3 (c) and 4 (d) with respect to Tw for T0 ¼ 294:8 K and u0 ¼ 9:1 m=s.

Fig. 12. Comparison between analytical and numerical mean fluid temperatures of Planes n� 1 (a), 2 (b), 3 (c) and 4 (d) with respect to u0 for Tw ¼ 320 K and T0 ¼ 294:8 K.
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Fig. 13. Comparison between analytical and numerical mean fluid temperatures of Planes n� 1 (a), 2 (b), 3 (c) and 4 (d) with respect to T0 for Tw ¼ 350 K and u0 ¼ 9:1 m=s.

Table 1
Input values considered for the random simulations.

N� simulation Random values

Tw K½ � u0 m=s½ � T0 K½ �
1 383 9 299
2 345 11 302
3 419 10 289
4 322 9 298
5 347 11 297
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4. Discussion

As shown in the previous section, the analytical model generally
shows a good agreement with the CFD model. Different aspects
related to the analytical model are discussed in the following sec-
tions, including the assumptions considered and the limits of the
model.
4.1. Verification of assumptions

Assumptions have been considered when building the analyti-
cal model, for instance, for the calculation of the top wall temper-
ature and for the local heat transfer coefficient at the walls.
4.1.1. Top wall temperature
Initially, the top wall temperature is assumed uniform and is

calculated based on the lattice and the vertical side walls temper-
atures at the top of the sample, and with respect to their contact
surfaces with this top wall, 38% and 62% of the total contact surface
area, respectively. The temperature appears to vary slightly, reach-
ing a 10 K difference, from the boundaries to the wall mid-width,
as shown in Fig. 15. The average CFD-based top wall temperature
has also been determined and little temperature difference is
found between numerical and analytical top wall temperatures.
The maximum difference reaches 3.2 K for the ranges of inputs
considered. This implies that the assumptions used to analytically
determine the top wall temperature are valid.
4.1.2. Local heat transfer coefficient
The local heat transfer coefficients of the lattice part, the verti-

cal side walls and the bottom and top horizontal walls are numer-
ically examined. The local heat transfer coefficient of the lattice,
h1lat

, has been set as a constant across the sample, considering
the empirical correlations of forced flow around tube-bank
arrangements, described in [27], and provided by Eq. (16). Regard-
ing the vertical side walls, bottom, and top walls, the correspond-
ing local heat transfer coefficients h1si w

;h1bot w
and h1top w are

assumed equal to half the local heat transfer coefficient of the lat-
tice h1lat

. To check this assumption, the ‘‘surface heat transfer
coefficient” of the solid domain has been calculated in Fluent.
Fig. 16 shows the values of the local heat transfer coefficient across
the heat sink under the specific inputs values: u0 = 9.1 m/s,
T0 = 294.8 K, Tw = 350 K.

The local heat transfer coefficient of the lattice part is seen to
vary at the surface of the cylinders, contrary to the empirically-
derived coefficient. It can be observed from Fig. 16 that the value
of the coefficient slightly decreases at the back of the cylinders,
suggesting a lower heat transfer. Besides, the lattice part exhibits
higher values of local heat transfer coefficient than estimated at
the walls.

The average surface heat transfer coefficients of each solid part
are also investigated for various inputs. The assumption of the local
heat transfer coefficient being equal to half h1lat

seems valid in
general, especially at Tw around 350 K. This ratio value of 1=2 still
represents a fair approximation when the heating temperature is
set close to the boundaries of the Tw range, i.e. at 310 K and 419 K.

As previously noticed, the analytical average fluid temperatures
on Planes 1 and 2 are under-estimated compared to the CFD-based
results. This difference may be explained by the numerical value of
h1lat

which is seen to be much higher at the front of the sample.
Therefore, a higher heat transfer is present for the CFD model than
for the analytical model in the first two slices.

4.2. Limits for the airflow velocity

In general, a very good agreement between analytical and CFD
predictions of the mean outlet fluid temperature and the total heat
dissipation is obtained for the following ranges of inputs values:



Fig. 14. Random simulations: Mean outlet fluid temperature (a), total heat dissipation Q (b).

Fig. 15. Top wall temperature variation (K); for u0 = 9.1 m/s, T0 = 294.8 K,
Tw = 350 K.
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T0 2 284:82; 304:82½ � K, u0 2 8:3; 11:0½ � m/s and Tw 2 300; 420½ � K.
The study of the inlet velocity shows that the analytical predictions
of the mean outlet fluid temperature are slightly under-estimated
compared to the CFD-based results when u0 is lower than 8.3 m/s.
This under-estimation comes from the value of the local heat
transfer coefficient. According to the empirical correlation from
[27], the local heat transfer coefficient of the lattice varies only
with respect to the Reynolds number of the flow, i.e. with respect
to the airflow velocity. Therefore, when the inlet airflow velocity u0
decreases, the local heat transfer coefficient of the lattice h1lat

decreases, accordingly.
Fig. 16. Local heat transfer coefficient (W/
The numerical local heat transfer coefficient determined from
the CFD model is compared to the empirical value of h1lat

used in
the analytical model, see Fig. 17.

For T0 = 294.8 K and Tw = 320 K, the analytical mean outlet fluid
temperature is in good agreement with the CFD predictions when
the empirical local heat transfer coefficient is at least 1.5 times
greater than the numerical one, i.e. when the inlet airflow velocity
is between 8.3 and 11 m/s. The analytical model built with a fin
analysis constitutes an approximate solution of the problem,
whereas the CFD model involves both Navier-Stokes and energy
equations to be solved simultaneously. Besides, the numerical cal-
culation of the surface heat transfer coefficients remains much
more complex than the empirical correlation as it does not only
depend on the airflow velocity but also on the temperature. There-
fore, at flow velocities below 7 m/s, the approximate solution does
not seem valid as the mean outlet fluid temperature is underesti-
mated due to values of the empirical and numerical local heat
transfer coefficients that are quite close. As a consequence, it is rec-
ommended to use the analytical model for the range of airflow
velocities 8:3;11½ �m/s, where a very good agreement between ana-
lytical and CFD solutions is obtained.

4.3. Scope of the model & validation

The analytical model is much faster than the CFD model as the
computational demand is much lower for the former. Both mean
outlet fluid temperature and total heat dissipation can be instantly
determined with the analytical code, whereas the CFD simulation
requires a significant longer time, depending on the available com-
putational resources. The analytical model therefore represents a
rapid and cost-effective tool to predict the thermal performance
m2�K): inlet view (a), outlet view (b).



Fig. 17. Variations of the local heat transfer coefficient of lattice with respect to u0.
Fig. 19. Fluid temperature distribution (K) at both inlet and outlet.
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of the studied multi-layered lattice sample. However, some poten-
tial limitations should be brought to attention as the analytical
model has been developed for one particular lattice sample with
cylindrical struts of diameter d = 0.002 m and a unit cell size
a = 0.02 m. Due to the recent development and enhancement of
additive manufacturing, a wide variety of multi-layered lattice
samples exhibiting different cylindrical struts diameter and unit
cell sizes has been created through 3D-printing, see such examples
in Fig. 18.

The discretisation of the studied sample into cells used for cal-
culating the fluid temperature distribution in the analytical model,
could be re-utilised for other samples with smaller cell sizes. How-
ever, the model is expected to show limitations for very small cell
sizes due to the ‘no fluid mixing’ assumption in the channel. The
smaller the cell size, the more significant the fluid mixing between
the layers in the vertical direction.

The analytical code might not work well for different types of
geometry and materials, this would however require further inves-
tigation. Its applicability and validity should be studied for other
samples and compared with experimental data. This would allow
this model to be fully validated experimentally rather than being
only compared to CFD based results. Experiments would need to
be performed under the same conditions, i.e. the outer surfaces
of the heat sink being thermally insulated, with a heat source
applying a constant temperature on the bottom surface of the heat
sink, air generated by an external source (fan, pump) being forced
to flow through the sample, and measurements performed under
steady-state conditions. The experimental set-up detailed in [12]
to study forced convection within lattice-frame materials could
be reproduced for complex multi-layered lattice samples.

For convenience, several experimental studies [4,29] only con-
sidered one thermocouple at the heat sink outlet to measure the
mean outlet fluid temperature. However, the post-processing of
the temperature performed with Fluent and illustrated in Fig. 19
Fig. 18. Other metallic multi-layered lattice samples with body-
shows that the fluid temperature variation at the outlet is not neg-
ligible. Therefore, the experimental set-up suggested in [26]
appears to be more suitable for measurements of the mean outlet
fluid temperature as multiple thermocouples are placed at differ-
ent locations along the sample height direction.

The pressure drop across the sample should also be investigated
as it is an important parameter for structural concerns and for the
thermal performance of heat sinks. According to [10], the analyti-
cal investigation of the pressure drop does not remain practical
due to the complexity of the physical problem, therefore, the pres-
sure drop could be numerically investigated through CFD, and
through experiments, considering the set-up defined in [26]. Heat
sinks geometrical parameters, such as the porosity and the surface
area density for instance, have a significant effect on the pressure
drop [26]. In addition, the pressure drop from oscillating flow
through metal foams has been experimentally studied in [30]
and it has been shown that this parameter is highly dependent
on the Reynolds number. The higher the flow velocity, the higher
the pressure drop across the heat sink.
5. Conclusions

A rapid and cost-effective analytical model able to predict the
thermal performance of complex lattice structures has been devel-
oped. This model is able to instantly predict both the mean outlet
fluid temperature and the total heat dissipated by the structure for
given inputs conditions. A very good agreement between analytical
and CFD predictions is obtained for both the mean outlet fluid tem-
perature and the total heat dissipation as the average relative
errors reach approximately 0.1% and 5.6%, respectively, for the fol-
lowing ranges of inputs: inlet airflow temperature T0 within
284:8;304:8½ � K, inlet airflow velocity u0 within 8:3;11½ � m/s, and
heating temperature Tw within 300;420½ � K. Further investigation
centered cubic (BCC) cells (photos courtesy of SAFRAN Ltd.).
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should however be performed on other multi-layered lattice sam-
ples with smaller struts diameter and unit cell sizes to assess the
applicability of the analytical approach for a wider range of condi-
tions. Even though the analytical model has been numerically ver-
ified with CFD for the studied sample, experiments should be
considered for the full validation of the model.
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